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Kinetics of acid-catalyzed cleavage of cumene hydroperoxide
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Abstract

The cleavage of cumene hydroperoxide, in the presence of sulfuric acid, to form phenol and acetone has been examined by adiabatic calorimetry.
As expected, acid can catalyze cumene hydroperoxide reaction at temperatures below that of thermally-induced decomposition. At elevated acid
concentrations, reactivity is also observed at or below room temperature. The exhibited reactivity behavior is complex and is significantly affected
by the presence of other species (including the products). Several reaction models have been explored to explain the behavior and these are
discussed.
© 2005 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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. Introduction

.1. Background

An important process for producing oxygenated hydrocar-
ons from petrochemical feedstocks is the formation and oxida-

ion of relatively easily peroxidized species coupled with their
nsuing decomposition. One such process entails the oxida-

ion of cumene to cumene hydroperoxide (CHP) followed by
he acid-catalyzed cleavage to form phenol and acetone. The
umene itself is generated by acid-catalyzed alkylation of ben-
ene with propylene.

It is well recognized that organic hydroperoxides are subject
o decomposition upon exposure to heat, acids, bases, metals,
ontaminants, etc.[1–5]. When unanticipated and/or uncon-
rolled, serious safety incidents can occur threatening loss of
ife, damage to facilities, and interruption to business. Numerous
uch incidents have been experienced in industry with cumene
ydroperoxide[6,7]. For this reason, it is vital that the behavior
f hydroperoxides being handled is understood and that the risks
ssociated with their reactivity are managed.

mary reactions occur simply from exposure of the hydropero
to elevated temperature to form (1) dimethyl benzyl alc
(DMBA) through reaction with cumene and (2) acetophen
plus methanol. The acid-catalyzed route to phenol and ac
mentioned above is also depicted. Many past literature st
have examined and employed various aspects of the ener
and kinetics of CHP reactions[8–12]. This study examines the
particular pathways and their associated kinetics.

1.2. Approach

In this study, the reactive behavior of cumene hydrope
ide alone and with injected amounts of sulfuric acid has
examined through use of adiabatic calorimetry. Through m
surement of heat release and pressure generation, this ap
provides the opportunity to observe and characterize in a
ratory setting the accelerating reaction environment that m
be experienced in an industrial-scale event.

2. Experimental
The reaction pathways of cumene hydroperoxide are plentiful
nd complex. Many reactions arise from free radical mecha-
isms leading to a wide variety of products. A few of the essential
eaction paths and products are illustrated inFig. 1. Two pri-

2.1. Equipment

Testing for this study was carried out in the Automatic
Pressure Tracking Adiabatic Calorimeter (APTACTM) available
f
i loss
f ng
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nstrument operates on the principle of minimizing the heat
rom the sample and 212 in. diameter sample cell by heati
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Fig. 1. Selected reaction pathways of cumene hydroperoxide.

the gas space surrounding the cell to match the sample tem-
perature, as measured by an internal thermocouple. This allows
a sample undergoing an exothermic reaction to self-heat at a
rate and extent comparable to that in a large-scale adiabatic
environment. The APTAC heaters and containment vessel pres-
surization control can match temperature and pressure rise rates
of up to 400◦C/min and 10,000 psi/min, respectively. To reduce
the possibility of metal-catalyzed reaction, glass equipment is
employed where possible. Stirring in this study is accomplished
via a glass-encapsulated magnetic stir bar inserted in a sodiu
borosilicate sample cell. The sample thermocouple is also iso
lated from the cumene hydroperoxide by means of a glass ca
illary sealed on one end.

The relative thermal capacitance of the cell plus sample t
the sample alone is expressed by the thermal inertia factor,φ,

φ = 1 + mcCpc

msCps

wherem denotes the mass,Cp the heat capacity, subscript c the
cell + stir bar, and s the sample. Theφ factor of commercial
equipment approaches a value of 1; a value of 1.25–1.35 is ty
ical of APTAC tests utilizing 30–45 g sodium borosilicate glass
cells.

Operation is typically in the heat-wait-search mode. That is
the sample is heated to a pre-selected temperature and up
r rio
o sse

temperatures to stabilize. After the wait period, the instrument
“searches” at that temperature (for another 25 min) for any
exothermic activity. During this time, the temperature of the
containment vessel gas space is adjusted to match that of the
sample thermocouple. If no heat-up activity exceeding a pre-set
self-heating rate threshold is observed, it is concluded that there
is no exotherm. The sample is then heated to the next temper-
ature and the process repeated. If an exotherm is detected, the
APTAC tracks the sample conditions and adjusts the temperature
and pressure of the containment vessel accordingly (adiabatic or
exotherm mode).

APTAC exotherm thresholds of 0.05–0.06◦C/min are
employed to reduce the likelihood of the occurrence of “drift”
(in which a slight thermocouple calibration imbalance yields
a slow, artificial temperature rise rate and is interpreted as an
exotherm).

2.2. Samples

2.2.1. Cumene hydroperoxide
Cumene hydroperoxide samples of various concentrations

were obtained from sampling points on existing manufactur-
ing units. Samples of about 11.3, 20.6, and 83.9 wt% CHP
were obtained from a unit that operates in a slightly alka-
line environment (“Source #1”). Samples of 11.7, 24.6, and
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omposition of cumene hydroperoxide samples

ample Manufacturing environment

Source #1
Slightly alkaline

1 (wt%) 2 (wt%)

umene hydroperoxide (CHP) 11.3 20.6
umene 86.6 75.5
imethylbenzyl alcohol (DMBA) 1.2 1.8
cetophenone (AP) 0.12 0.19
lpha methyl styrene (AMS) 0.02 0.02
m
-

p-

o

p-

,
on
d
l

82.5 wt% CHP were drawn from another unit whose condit
are somewhat acidic (“Source #2”). The balance of species
samples is primarily cumene with minor amounts of dime
benzyl alcohol, acetophenone, and alpha methyl sty
(Table 1).

2.2.2. Acid catalyst
Sulfuric acid of 95–98 wt% strength was obtained fr

Sigma–Aldrich (catalog number 33,974-1). In dosing the s
ple with sulfuric acid, water was avoided since it is know
significantly impact the activity of the acid. For the low c
centration (200 ppmw) sulfuric acid case, the sulfuric acid
simply added ton-tridecane (catalog number T5,740-1 fr
Sigma–Aldrich), assuming that the acid would solubilize in
tridecane. For higher concentration tests (e.g., 2000 ppmw
higher), neat sulfuric acid was injected, followed byn-tridecane
employed as a “chase” material to facilitate the transfer o
acid into the sample cell.

Source #2
Slightly acidic

3 (wt%) 1 (wt%) 2 (wt%) 3 (wt%

83.9 11.7 24.6 82.
5.6 85.8 72.0 10.8
8.0 0.5 1.4 1.3
0.65 0.12 0.12 0.3
0.02 0.02 0.02 0.0
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2.2.3. Other materials
Also employed in this study were neat acetone (Sigma–

Aldrich, #32011-0, 99.5%), cumene (Sigma–Aldrich, #18,579-
5, 99.5%), phenol (Sigma–Aldrich, P-5566, >99.5%), and ethyl-
benzene sulfonic acid (Sigma–Aldrich, #24,520-8, 95%).

2.3. Procedures

2.3.1. Cumene hydroperoxide sample addition
For each test, a clean sodium borosilicate glass cell was

fitted with a septum, purged with nitrogen, and placed in a
nitrogen-purged glove box containing the appropriate cumene
hydroperoxide and other hydrocarbon samples. Inside the glove
box, the septum was removed, the selected amounts of cumene
hydroperoxide and hydrocarbons were then added to the cell,
and the septum then re-inserted on the cell.

2.3.2. APTAC mounting
To limit exposure to air (and possible oxidation side reac-

tions), the septum-sealed glass sample cell was placed inside a
glove bag. The glove bag was then secured to the containment
vessel head and the interior purged five times successively with

nitrogen (each time followed by evacuation via house vacuum).
The septum was then removed from the glass sample cell, the
cell was mounted onto the containment vessel head, and the
cell nut was then tightened. Once the cell was firmly attached,
the glove bag was removed, the nut tightness checked, and the
containment vessel closed.

2.3.3. Sulfuric acid injection
Due to the anticipated rapid reaction of cumene hydroper-

oxide at ambient temperature in the presence of sulfuric acid,
the acid was manually injected just after test initiation. Two
parallel, glass syringes were set up for this purpose. One syringe
contained sulfuric acid withn-tridecane; the other contained
only n-tridecane. The syringes were oriented vertically so that
the barrel was above the needle. In this arrangement, the lower
density tridecane would naturally rest above the sulfuric acid
in the acid syringe and would be injected last. The two syringes
were connected through a tee to 1/16 in. tubing going to the
sample cell via the APTAC tube heater assembly. All tubing
employed was type 316 stainless steel and the associated fittings
were type 316 stainless steel. The sulfuric acid plus tridecane
in the first syringe was quickly and smoothly injected. This

Table 2
Thermal decomposition tests (Source #1)

534

L 5305 0
C .6
C 0.12
S 2.29
S 4

S
E
E
H
E
E
E
E
E
E

N
I
M
M 39
M
M 60.0
T
T
R
T
E
E
C
C

Run ID

A00536 A00

R LR25305-35 LR2
HP concentration (wt%) 11.3 20
HP + cumene sample mass (g) 60.01 6
ample cell mass (glass) (g) 33.03 3
tir bar mass (g) 2.01 2.0

tirring rate (magnetic) (rpm)
xperiment (search) start temperature (◦C)
xperiment final or maximum temperature (◦C)
eat-wait-search increment (◦C)
xperiment exotherm limit (N2) (◦C)
xperiment temperature shutdown (◦C)
xperiment pressure shutdown (psia)
xperiment heat rate shutdown (◦C/min)
xperiment pressure rate shutdown (psi/min)
xotherm threshold (◦C/min)

umber of exothermsa 1 1
nitial observed exotherm temperature (◦C) 131 122
aximum observed temperature (◦C) 178 203
aximum observed pressure (psia) 200 2
aximum observed self-heat rate (◦C/min) 0.58 16.9
aximum observed pressure rate (psi/min) 1.9
emperature at maximum self-heat rate (◦C) 163 203
emperature at maximum pressure rate (◦C) 168 203
aw adiabatic temperature rise (◦C) 47.3 88
hermal inertia,φ 1.26 1.26
xperiment duration (before shutdown) (min) 1706 673
xperiment shutdown (S/D) cause Exo limitT Unknown
omposition measured in product liquid Yes
omments Test end

possibly d
breakage

a In some tests, the shape of the self-heat rate curve vs. reciprocal tempera
A00535 A00537 A00538

-33 LR25305-34 LR25305-37 LR25305-4
20.6 83.9 83.9

60.00 60.12 60.07
31.40 31.39 32.16

2.04 2.02 1.88

500
50
300
10
300
325

1800
800

1000
0.06

1+ 1+ 1+
122 111 112
236 413 428

741 534 671
16.9 6290 7570

79.9 14,800 18,800

203 386 397
224 337 226
114 302+ 316+
1.25 1.29 1.29

1048 642 583
Exo limitT T, P rate T, P rate

Yes
ed prematurely,
ue to cell

Cell ruptured
during test

Cell ruptured
during test

ture suggests the possibility of an additional exotherm.
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Table 3
Thermal decomposition tests (Source #2)

Run ID

A00540 A00597 A00547 A00596 A00599 A00548

LR LR25305-45 LR25703-76 LR25305-59 LR25703-75 LR25703-79 LR25305-61
CHP concentration (wt%) 11.7 11.7 24.6 23 23.9 82.5
CHP + cumene sample mass (g) 60.06 59.94 60.49 60.00 60.00 60.03
Sample cell mass (glass) (g) 33.96 34.00 33.99 36.79 36.80 30.20
Stir bar mass (g) 1.88 1.95 1.90 1.95 1.93 1.89

Stirring rate (magnetic) (rpm) 500
Experiment (search) start temperature (◦C) 50
Experiment final or maximum temperature (◦C) 300
Heat-wait-search increment (◦C) 10
Experiment exotherm limit (N2) (◦C) 300
Experiment temperature shutdown (◦C) 325
Experiment pressure shutdown (psia) 1800
Experiment heat rate shutdown (◦C/min) 800
Experiment pressure rate shutdown (psi/min) 1000
Exotherm threshold (◦C/min) 0.06

Number of exothermsa 1+ 1+ 1+ 1 1 1+
Initial observed exotherm temperature (◦C) 111 131 122 122 133 101
Maximum observed temperature (◦C) 209 194 269 245 258 408
Maximum observed pressure (psia) 257 209 592 408 523 844
Maximum observed self-heat rate (◦C/min) 2.4 0.95 74 26.4 35.6 5910
Maximum observed pressure rate (psi/min) 9.3 3.0 393 134 180 2200
Temperature at maximum self-heat rate (◦C) 187 173 248 229 236 380
Temperature at maximum pressure rate (◦C) 190 180 253 229 241 244
Raw adiabatic temperature rise (◦C) 97 62 147 124 125 307+
Thermal inertia,φ 1.26 1.27 1.27 1.29 1.29 1.28
Experiment duration (before shutdown) (min) 1284 1258 791 723 903 612
Experiment shutdown (S/D) cause Manual S/D Manual S/D Exo limitT Uncertain Exo limitT T, P rate
Composition measured in product liquid Yes Yes Yes
Comments Instrument drift Possibly premature end Cell ruptured

a In some tests, the shape of the self-heat rate curve vs. reciprocal temperature suggests the possibility of an additional exotherm.

was then followed by injection of the tridecane in the second
syringe. The syringes were then quickly isolated from the cell
by use of block valves in the 1/16 in. tubing.

Total sample weights ranged from 59.9 to 63.7 g, while the
total weight of glass cell and stir bar ranged between 32.1
and 40.3 g. A summary of test characteristics may be found in
Tables 2–5.

2.3.4. Compositional analyses
Feed mixtures and selected test liquid product were analyzed

by gas chromatography (GC) equipped with a flame ionization
detector. Co-elution with the GC solvent masked measurement
of the acetone concentration. In two cases (tests A00614 and
A00616), liquid product was analyzed by NMR. No gas samples
for compositional analysis were taken at the end of any of the
tests.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Thermal decomposition of CHP

The reactivity of cumene hydroperoxide is illustrated in
Fig. 2a and b in terms of temperature rise.Fig. 2a depicts the
temperature versus time results for several CHP concentrations

ranging from 11.3 to 83.9 wt% in a slightly alkaline environment.
Fig. 2b shows the corresponding behavior for 11.7–82.5 wt%
CHP in a slightly acidic environment. As expected, in both
cases, the extent of temperature rise is greater for the higher
concentration CHP samples. The stair-step behavior seen in
the experiment temperature–time traces arises from the heat-
wait-search mode before (and after) the main exotherm. From
these figures, it is evident that reaction is detected when the
temperature is around 100◦C or higher. Temperatures greater
than 420◦C can be achieved for the high concentration samples.
Some subtle differences exist between the behavior of material
in the alkaline environment and that in the acidic environment.

The corresponding pressure versus time histories are depicted
in Fig. 3a and b. The amount of pressure developed during
the course of reaction depends directly on the amount of CHP
present. Pressures approaching 700 psia can be generated upon
decomposition of high concentrations of CHP.

The rate of CHP decomposition is reflected in the self-heat
rate versus reciprocal temperature plots ofFig. 4a and b. For
clarity, these data are plotted without the heat-wait-search steps.
For Arrhenius-type kinetics, the initial slopes in the self-heat
rate versus reciprocal temperature plot relate to the activation
energy of the reaction. The rate ultimately reaches a maximum as
reactant is depleted and quickly diminishes. It is clear from these
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Table 4
Sulfuric acid-catalyzed tests

Run ID

A00600 A00601 A00606 A00607 A00603 A00602 A00616

LR LR25703-79 LR25703-80 LR25703-85 LR25703-86 LR25703-82 LR25703-81 LR25703-100
CHP concentration (Source #2) (wt%) 24.6 24.6 24.6 24.6 24.6 24.6 4.3
CHP + cumene sample mass (g) 56.41 58.26 58.33 58.29 58.00 56.75 57.95
Sulfuric acid concentration (wt%) 0.020 0.184 0.510 0.518 0.816 1.932 0.798
Sulfuric acid mass (g) 0.0123 0.1124 0.3125 0.317 0.500 1.183 0.488
Tridecane mass (g) 3.599 1.624 1.402 1.394 1.557 2.056 1.539
Sample cell mass (glass) (g) 36.80 36.80 36.80 36.80 36.80 36.86 34.61
Stir bar mass (g) 1.98 2.00 1.90 1.91 1.82 1.91 1.83
Stirring rate (magnetic) (rpm) 500 500 500 500 500 500 500
Experiment (search) start temperature

(◦C)
20 20 20 20 20 20 20

Experiment final or maximum
temperature (◦C)

300 300 240 240 240 300 40

Heat-wait-search increment (◦C) 10 10 5 5 5 5 5
Experiment exotherm limit (N2) (◦C) 300 300 250 250 250 300 250
Experiment temperature shutdown (◦C) 325 325 325 325 325 325 45
Experiment pressure shutdown (psia) 1800 1800 1800 1800 1800 1800 1800
Experiment heat rate shutdown (◦C/min) 800 800 800 800 800 800 800
Experiment pressure rate shutdown

(psi/min)
1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000

Exotherm threshold (◦C/min) 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
Number of exothermsa 1+ 1+ 3 3 3 3 2+
Initial observed exotherm temperature

(◦C)
102 83 21 9 8 7 10

Maximum observed temperature (◦C) 222 214 174 173 160 172 36
Maximum observed pressure (psia) 387 211 110 110 67 60 13
Maximum observed self-heat rate

(◦C/min)
50.5 223 201 199 435 2570 42

Maximum observed pressure rate
(psi/min)

207 561 83 58 43 41 0.12

Temperature at maximum self-heat rate
(◦C)

200 195 21 18 27 154 13

Temperature at maximum pressure rate
(◦C)

205 202 162 160 70 166 36

Raw adiabatic temperature rise (◦C) 119 131 154 164 151 166 27
Thermal inertia,φ 1.30 1.30 1.31 1.31 1.31 1.31 1.27
Experiment duration (before shutdown)

(min)
989 951 169 746 31 0.6 14

Experiment shutdown (S/D) cause Manual S/D Manual S/D Manual S/D Exo searchT Heaters Uncertain Manual S/D
Composition measured in product liquid Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Comments Drift Data collection

begun at 21◦C
Heaters not
engaged

Cell ruptured

a In some tests, the shape of the self-heat rate curve vs. reciprocal temperature suggests the possibility of an additional exotherm.

plots that higher reactivity accompanies the higher concentration
CHP samples. This appears as a lower temperature for detection
of reaction as well as a substantially higher peak self-heat rate. In
addition to the rate dependence on the CHP concentration itself,
the higher peak rate is a direct result of the higher temperature
achieved by reaction of higher concentration combined with the
effect of Arrhenius-type kinetics. It should be noted that the
increased rate associated with test A00597, as compared with
A00540, arises from the presence of some positive instrument
drift superimposing on the reaction rate. Also, the shape of the
self-heat rate curves in some tests show subtle signs of multiple
peaks, such as the shoulders appearing for tests A00535 and
A00547.

Peak self-heat rates of the order of 6000–8000◦C/min are
observed for the >80 wt% CHP samples. In actuality, higher
rates could possibly have taken place had the sample cells
not usually ruptured during the high CHP concentration exper-
iments. For self-heat rates above 1000◦C/min, there is a
flattening of the self-heat rate versus reciprocal temperature
slope possibly a result of time lag in the sample thermo-
couple. Moreover, heat loss from the sample cell increases
as the heaters fail to match the sample temperature at high
self-heat rates. Because of these factors, observed self-heat
rates much greater than 100◦C/min can be assumed to have
been even higher under more adiabatic and better controlled
conditions.
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Table 5
Additional sulfuric acid-catalyzed tests

Run ID

A00605 A00614 A00630 A00635 A00629 A00632 A00634

LR LR25703-84 LR25703-96 LR25703-119 LR25703-126 LR25703-118 LR25703-120 LR25703-125
CHP concentration (Source #2) (wt%) 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
CHP + cumene sample mass (g) 57.97 57.97 27.82 37.69 7.55 57.00 + 7.55 57.50
Phenol mass (g) 0 0 30.16 0 30.18 a 0
Acetone mass (g) 0 0 0 20.29 20.32 a 0
Sulfuric acid concentration (wt%) 0.829 0.805 0.802 0.800 0.800 0.702 0.782a

Sulfuric acid mass (g) 0.508 0.493 0.491 0.490 0.490 0.464 0.968a

Tridecane mass (g) 1.534 1.535 1.542 1.535 1.542 1.135 1.538
Sample cell mass (glass) (g) 36.86 35.11 38.36 37.34 38.36 37.77 37.77
Stir bar mass (g) 1.82 1.84 1.96 1.92 1.96 1.97 1.92
Stirring rate (magnetic) (rpm) 500 500 500 500 500 500 500
Experiment (search) start temperature (◦C) 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
Experiment final or maximum temperature (◦C) 240 85 160 240 240 240 240
Heat-wait-search increment (◦C) 5 5 5 5 5 10 10
Experiment exotherm limit (N2) (◦C) 250 250 250 250 250 250 250
Experiment temperature shutdown (◦C) 325 325 325 325 325 325 325
Experiment pressure shutdown (psia) 1800 1800 1800 1800 1800 1800 1800
Experiment heat rate shutdown (◦C/min) 800 800 2500 2500 800 2500 2500
Experiment pressure rate shutdown (psi/min) 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000
Exotherm threshold (◦C/min) 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
Number of exothermsb 3 2+ 2+ 3 2+ 2+ 2+
Initial observed exotherm temperature (◦C) 8 7 12 8 5 3 8
Maximum observed temperature (◦C) 69 75 83 78 74 62 76
Maximum observed pressure (psia) 20 17 16 34 27 27 22
Maximum observed self-heat rate (◦C/min) 111 132 1640 74 1180 58 348
Maximum observed pressure rate (psi/min) 0.15 0.30 0.3 1.3 2.2 0.40 1.5
Temperature at maximum self-heat rate (◦C) 15 13 70 13 64 11 23
Temperature at maximum pressure rate (◦C) 36 75 81 77 71 61 72
Raw adiabatic temperature rise (◦C) 60 67 72 69 68 58 67
Thermal inertia,φ 1.29 1.27 1.31 1.30 1.30 1.28 1.30
Experiment duration (before shutdown) (min) 1122 101 105 1921 0.50 110 1.3
Experiment shutdown (S/D) cause Manual S/D Manual S/D Manual S/D Maximum SearchT Manual S/D Manual S/D Manual S/D
Composition measured in product liquid Yes
Comments Restart of test after

heaters shut off
7.55 g of 82.5 wt% CHP
sample injected into liquid
product of A00631

a From product of test A00631.
b In some tests, the shape of the self-heat rate curve vs. reciprocal temperature suggests the possibility of an additional exotherm.
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Fig. 2. Temperature–time history for CHP thermal decomposition. APTAC experiments; in nitrogen: (a) Source #1 and (b) Source #2.

The pressurization rate versus reciprocal temperature profiles
for CHP thermal decomposition are displayed inFig. 5a and
b. The same general trend of higher rate for increased CHP
concentration is observed. A closer look also reveals that the
slope of pressurization rate changes, becoming steeper around
160◦C. This behavior suggests a possible shift in reaction path.

The pressure–temperature profiles ofFig. 6a and b demon-
strate the generation of non-condensible species during reaction.
The residual pressure upon cool-down to 50◦C (at which point
instrument data collection halted) is substantially higher than at
the same temperature during heat-up. Note that test A00534
ended prematurely, possibly due to damage to the cell neck
(chipping) resulting in slight depressurization of the cell to the
containment vessel pressure, and thereby heat loss to quench the
reaction (which had nearly peaked).

As an indication of the available response time for handling
CHP thermal decomposition,Fig. 7a and b depict the time to
maximum rate for the various CHP concentrations in relation to
the material temperature. For example, for the 83.9 wt% CHP

sample from Source #1 at a temperature of 120◦C, it would
take only 35 min to reach the peak heat rate. All of the samples
show comparable behavior, with somewhat parallel slopes. As
expected, the available time for high concentrations of CHP is
considerably less than that for low concentrations at the same
temperature.

Liquid product concentrations from selected tests are pre-
sented inTable 6. In the lower half of the table, the concentrations
are given on a normalized, cumene-free basis. It is clear that, in
all cases, the vast majority of CHP has been converted during
the tests and that little CHP was cleaved to phenol plus acetone.
Taking into account the stoichiometry of the thermal decompo-
sition reactions (as well as the dehydration to�-methyl styrene),
it can be shown that about 40–50% of the CHP (on a molar basis)
reacted to form dimethylbenzyl alcohol. Roughly 50–60% of the
CHP formed acetophenone.

To generate kinetics that describe the thermal decomposi-
tion of CHP, SAFIRE (the two-phase dynamic relief evaluation
software formerly sold by the American Institute of Chemical
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Fig. 3. Pressure–time history for CHP thermal decomposition. APTAC experiments; in nitrogen: (a) Source #1 and (b) Source #2.

Table 6
Compositional analyses of liquid product of CHP thermal decomposition tests

Test

A00536 A00535 A00540 A00547 A00599

Sample source Source #1 (wt%) Source #1 (wt%) Source #2 (wt%) Source #2 (wt%) Source #2 (wt%)
Initial CHP 11.3 20.6 11.7 24.6 23.9
CHP <0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02
Cumene 76.4 66.1 77.2 59.6 62.6
DMBA 11.3 6.2 11.0 18.4 19.9
AP 5.4 10.4 6.0 13.2 12.4
AMS 1.6 8.7 0.98 3.8 2.5
Methanol 0.05 0.07 0.05 0.11 0.09
Phenol 0.06 0.5 0.05 0.2 0.18

Normalized on a cumene-free basis
CHP <0.01 0.04 0.06 0.06 0.06
DMBA 61.4 24.1 60.8 50.9 56.7
AP 29.1 40.0 33.2 36.6 35.3
AMS 8.9 33.8 5.4 10.5 7.2
Methanol 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3
Phenol 0.3 1.8 0.3 0.6 0.5

Not able to analyze for acetone in this analysis. Acetone concentration expected to be equimolar with phenol.
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Fig. 4. Self-heat rate vs. temperature behavior for CHP thermal decomposition. APTAC experiments; in nitrogen: (a) Source #1 and (b) Source #2; heat-wait-search
steps removed.

Engineers) was employed to simulate the temperature and pres-
sure behavior of selected APTAC tests. The thermal capacitance
(described earlier) of the test cell and stir bar were incorporated
into the SAFIRE analysis.

For the slightly alkaline source of CHP, the following rate
expressions adequately match the adiabatic calorimeter self-heat
rate versus reciprocal temperature data:

CHP + cumene→ 2DMBA

r1 = A1 exp

(
− E1

RT

)
[CHP][Cumene]

where A1 = 3.7× 1010 m3 g mol−1 s−1 and E1 = 30,900 cal/
(g mol).

CHP→ AP + methanol

r2 = A2 exp

(
− E2

RT

)
[CHP]

whereA2 = 3.8× 1012 s−1 andE2 = 32,300 cal/(g mol).
For the samples derived from the slightly acidic source, sim-

ilar rate expressions suffice, although the activation energies
appear to be a bit lower.
CHP + cumene→ 2DMBA

r1 = A1 exp

(
− E1

RT

)
[CHP][Cumene]

where A1 = 1.75× 109 m3 g mol−1 s−1 and E1 = 27,500 cal/
(g mol).
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Fig. 5. Pressure rate vs. temperature behavior for CHP thermal decomposition. APTAC experiments; in nitrogen: (a) Source #1 and (b) Source #2.

CHP→ AP + methanol

r2 = A2 exp

(
− E2

RT

)
[CHP]

whereA2 = 1.45× 1011 s−1 andE2 = 30,000 cal/(g mol).

The rate coefficients have been adjusted to match the self-heat
rate versus reciprocal temperature behavior as well as yield the
observed amounts of DMBA and acetophenone. These kinetics
do not account for the endothermic dehydration of DMBA to�-
methyl styrene nor do they address the more recent possibility
that thermal decomposition is autocatalytic[15,16]. The first-
order reaction and activation energies are consistent with earlier
investigations[8,9], though higher than the 1/2-order seen in
other recent papers[17,18].

3.2. Acid-catalyzed cleavage of CHP

The effect of increasing concentrations of sulfuric acid on
the reaction of cumene hydroperoxide is depicted inFig. 8 in
terms of temperature with time. For a nearly 25 wt% CHP con-
centration, the temperature at which an exotherm is detected (as
evidenced by the cessation of the stair-step behavior) decreases
with more concentrated acid solution. At concentrations of 8000
and 20,000 ppmw acid, the temperature is seen to rise immedi-
ately at the start of the test (that is, below room temperature). For
these high concentration tests, the final temperatures also appear
to be lower, reflecting an invariant heat of reaction encountered
at the lower onset temperatures.

The same trend of reactivity as a function of acid content is
observed for the pressure for various acid concentrations (Fig. 9).
However, the extent of the pressure rise is seen to be more
limited at higher acid concentrations, likely due to the reduced
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Fig. 6. Pressure vs. temperature behavior for CHP thermal decomposition. APTAC experiments; in nitrogen: (a) Source #1 and (b) Source #2.

vapor pressure at the somewhat lower final temperatures of these
tests.

The influence of acid on CHP reactivity is more dramatically
displayed inFig. 10. The addition of 200–2000 ppmw sulfuric
acid merely appears to shift the thermal decomposition exotherm
to lower temperature. However, with 5000 ppmw or more acid,
a significant exotherm emerges at temperatures below 40◦C.
Though the self-heat rate of this exotherm grows rapidly with
increasing temperature, it is not clear whether this behavior is
actually a highly temperature-sensitive rate phenomenon or sim-
ply a reflection of the dynamics (e.g., mixing of injected acid
and contacting with hydroperoxide) occurring with the reac-
tion. It is conceivable that reaction could have taken place at
lower temperatures (though the−9◦C freezing point of CHP
poses a potential lower limit). For the 5000 ppmw acid tests,
the low temperature exotherm is separate from the high tem-
perature exotherm. As the acid concentration increases, the low
temperature exotherm is seen to peak at a slightly higher tem-
perature and the distinction between the low and high exotherms
vanishes.

A review of the sample and nitrogen thermocouple readings
reveals that, in the acid concentration tests where initial reac-
tion rates were significant, an adiabatic environment was not
always present. Bands have been added to the self-heat rate
curves inFig. 11 with arrows indicating whether the identi-
fied section should have exhibited higher or lower self-heat
rate in a truly adiabatic environment. For example, since these
tests were initiated at temperatures below room temperature,
the initial 15◦C or so heat should have been absorbed from
the ambient initially. Thus, the self-heat rates in this region
of the tests should be lower than those observed. In the 5000
and 8000 ppmw acid tests, the surroundings were, at times,
higher in temperature than the sample temperature in the down-
ward segment of the first exotherm. Again, the measured self-
heat rates in this portion of the first exotherm would likely
be reduced in magnitude. In contrast, in several portions of
the 2000–20,000 ppmw acid tests, the heaters failed to engage
sufficiently, so that the gas temperature surrounding the sam-
ple cell lagged in temperature behind the sample temperature.
In these parts of the exotherms, even higher self-heat rates
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Fig. 7. Time to maximum rate for CHP thermal decomposition. APTAC experiments; in nitrogen: (a) Source #1 and (b) Source #2.

Fig. 8. Temperature–time history for CHP + acid. APTAC experiments; in nitrogen; Source #2.
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Fig. 9. Pressure–time history for CHP + acid. APTAC experiments; in nitrogen; Source #2.

Fig. 10. Self-heat rate vs. temperature behavior for CHP + acid. APTAC experiments; in nitrogen; Source #2.

Fig. 11. Self-heat rate vs. temperature behavior for CHP + acid. APTAC experiments; in nitrogen; Source #2; heat-wait-search steps removed.
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Fig. 12. Pressure rate vs. temperature behavior for CHP + acid. APTAC experiments; in nitrogen; Source #2.

could have been observed had adiabatic conditions been main-
tained.

Upon examination ofFig. 12, for thermal decomposition
and acid-catalyzed cleavage up to 5000 ppmw sulfuric acid,
the pressurization rates as a function of reciprocal temperature
are strikingly similar, even displaying an upward increase in
rate beyond 120–140◦C or around 1 psi/min. For the 8000 and
20,000 ppmw sulfuric acid tests, higher pressurization rates are
found between 60 and 140◦C, but it is not clear why the behavior
of these tests does not extrapolate from those at lower sulfuric
acid concentration.

Interestingly, the residual pressure, as depicted inFig. 13,
is highest for the low acidity tests. Acetone (generated from
acid-catalyzed cleavage of CHP) has a somewhat higher vapor
pressure than methanol (generated from one of the thermal

decomposition routes), but not enough to account for the dif-
ference observed. Since the low acidity tests have the highest
final temperature, the greater residual pressure might reflect the
occurrence of additional reaction(s) generating light hydrocar-
bons.

The time-to-maximum rate plot ofFig. 14illustrates several
curves that are generally parallel. As expected, there is a progres-
sive reduction in the time required to reach the maximum rate as
the acid concentration in the mixtures is increased. Clearly, little
time is available to respond to reaction in mixtures containing
CHP (ca. 25 wt%) at room temperature containing 8000 ppmw
sulfuric acid or more.

Compositional analyses of the liquid product samples of
selected tests are presented inTable 7. Most of the analyses
were performed with a gas chromatographic method unable

r CH
Fig. 13. Pressure vs. temperature behavior fo
 P + acid. APTAC experiments; in nitrogen; Source #2.
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Fig. 14. Time to maximum rate for CHP + acid. APTAC experiments; in nitrogen; Source #2.

to measure acetone content. Since acetone is expected to be
made in equimolar quantities with phenol, the lower half of the
table provides the renormalized composition (on acumene-free
basis), accounting for the expected acetone (and neglecting any
side reactions). It is apparent in this table that, as expected, the
amount of phenol produced generally increases with the acid
concentration. At the same time, the amount of acetophenone
(AP) diminishes with increasing acid concentration and very lit-
tle dimethyl benzyl alcohol is formed. Virtually all of the CHP
is found to have reacted.

Analysis via SAFIRE simulation of the 24.6 wt% CHP
(Source #2) tests with various amounts of acid has led to the

following kinetics to describe the impact of acid concentration
on the rate of CHP cleavage to phenol and acetone.

rA = AA e−(EA/RT ) em[Acid] [Acid][CHP]2

where AA = 8.0× 1017 (m3/kmol)2/s, EA = 36,000 cal/(g mol),
R = 1.987 cal/(g mol K),m = 126.7 m3/kmol, T in K, [Acid] in
kmol/m3, and [CHP] in kmol/m3.

A couple of unusual features of these kinetics are noteworthy.
First, the dependence of the rate on CHP concentration is inferred
to be second-order. While first-order kinetics were originally
anticipated based on the concept of a single cumene hydroper-
oxide molecule interacting with acid, the breadth of the exotherm

Table 7
Compositional analyses of liquid product of acid-catalyzed CHP cleavage tests

Test

A00600 A00601 A00607 A00603 A00602 A00604 A00614a A00616a

Sample source Source #2
(wt%)

Source #2
(wt%)

Source #2
(wt%)

Source #2
(wt%)

Source #2
(wt%)

Source #2
(wt%)

Source #2
(wt%)

Source #2
(wt%)

Initial CHP 24.6 24.6 24.6 24.6 24.6 10.0 10.0 4.3
Sulfuric acid 0.020 0.184 0.518 0.816 1.932 0.842 0.805 0.798
CHP 0.02 0 – 0.01 – 0 0 0
Cumene 62.9 71.2 72.7 71.4 71.6 86.8 89.7 95.7
DMBA 0 0 0.05 0.22 0 0.04 0 0
AP 7.5 2.1 0.36 0.3 0.21 0.1 0 0
AMS 7.2 3.3 0.33 1.3 0.02 0.5 0.5 0.08
M 0
P 13.4
A

N
0.04
0.94
1.2
5.6
0
57.0
5.2)b

conc
ethanol 0.02 0.01 0.01
henol 3.69 11.1 10.6
cetone – – – –

ormalized on a cumene-free basis
CHP 0.1 0.00 0.00
DMBA 0.00 0.00 0.28
AP 36.1 9.2 2.0
AMS 34.9 14.1 1.8
Methanol 0.1 0.04 0.06
Phenol 17.8 47.4 59.2
Acetone (11.0)b (29.3)b (36.6)b (3

a NMR analysis.
b Not able to determine acetone concentration in GC analysis. Acetone
0 0 0 –
12.2 5.7 6.1 2.6

– – 3.4 1.5

0.00 0.00 0 0
0.00 0.41 0 0
1.0 0.72 0 0
0.1 4.8 5.1 1.9
0 0 – –
61.1 58.2 58.9 62.2

(37.7)b (35.9)b 33.2 35.9

entrations estimated by assuming to be equimolar with phenol.
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self-heat rate profiles clearly suggests that higher-order kinetics
are more appropriate. The occurrence of second-order kinetics
might derive from the possibility of CHP dimer formation at
relatively low temperatures or the need for two CHP molecules
to associate with acid during cleavage. Nevertheless, second-
order kinetics do provide a better description of the self-heat
rate versus reciprocal temperature data.

A second, atypical, and perhaps more striking attribute of
these kinetics is the mixed linear–exponential dependence on
acid concentration. Attempts were made to develop kinetics
proportional to some power-law order in acid concentration.
A greater than linear dependence on acid strength has been
proposed before[19]. However, in the current study, a power-
law functionality does not account for the strong sensitivity
of rate with acid concentration shown by the data. The mixed
linear–exponential dependence shown above works reasonably
well (Fig. 15) and is consistent with functionality arising from
Hammett acidity[20].

In extracting these kinetics, the previously described thermal
decomposition kinetics for Source #2 were also included. More-
over, the low temperature (<40◦C) component of the high acid
concentration exotherms was neglected, though the proportion
of conversion of CHP in getting to 40◦C was accounted for in
the modeling.

3.3. Additional investigation of acid-catalyzed cleavage of
C
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t wt%
C ring
t

The low temperature exotherm is found to occur for con-
centrations of 5000 ppmw sulfuric acid and higher. A number
of potential factors are considered in assessing this behavior:
instrument reliability; exotherm shape if the experiment could
have begun at a lower temperature; possible mass transfer limi-
tations during sulfuric acid injection; solubility effects; complex
reaction pathways with impact on thermodynamics and kinetics.

The rapid rise in self-heat rate at the start of the test sug-
gests the possibility of a mass transfer limitation (i.e., contact
of sulfuric acid with the cell contents after its injection) or an
autocatalytic effect. It might simply reflect that the reaction was
already moving too rapidly at the starting temperature of the test.
The additional “humps” in the self-heat rate profile following the
initial spike in rate might indicate the presence of other reaction
steps taking place. As more acid is added, the magnitude of these
intermediate peaks grows in intensity. In any event, the shape of
the self-heat rate profile between the start of the test and 40◦C,
that is, rising quickly and falling off more gradually, is quite dis-
tinct from the “classical” shape exhibited for power-law kinetics
in an adiabatic calorimeter[21].

The low temperature exotherm appears when sulfuric acid is
added to concentrations of 24.6, 10, or 4.3 wt% CHP (Fig. 16).
The phenomenon appears to be associated with high acid con-
centrations in combination with some amount of hydroperoxide.
As found inTable 7, even with the 4.3 wt% CHP sample, the pri-
mary products were still phenol and acetone (i.e., even with low
i ucts
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A number of tests were conducted to elucidate the exothe
ehavior exhibited by CHP below 40◦C at the higher sulfuri
cid concentrations. Since a mixture of 10 wt% CHP is suffic

or the exotherm to bring the final temperature to beyond 4◦C
up to 80◦C), this concentration served as the basis for man
he investigatory tests. In addition, an experiment at about 4
HP was conducted since this amount of hydroperoxide b

he temperature up to about 40◦C before terminating.

Fig. 15. Comparison of acid-catalyzed kinetic m
c

s

nitial CHP concentration, no other significant reaction prod
ere found that might suggest a different reaction pathwa

ow temperatures).
It is clear fromFig. 10 that the low temperature reacti

henomenon occurs only at the elevated sulfuric acid
entrations (there might even be a hint of the exother
000 ppmw). In a supplemental test, 20,000 ppmw sul
cid was added to neat cumene (that is, with no CHP).

ow temperature behavior up to 40◦C was not observe
t all. This suggests that the low temperature exother

l with self-heat rate behavior for CHP + acid; SAFIRE.
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Fig. 16. Self-heat rate dependence on concentration for CHP + acid. APTAC experiments; in nitrogen; Source #2; heat-wait-search steps removed.

not merely an instrument artifact associated with high acid
concentrations.

In another test, ethylbenzene sulfonic acid was injected
instead of sulfuric acid into a mixture containing 10 wt% CHP.
Ethylbenzene sulfonic acid is considered representative of a
possible species formed when sulfuric acid is introduced to aro-
matics such as cumene. The amount of sulfonic acid injected was
chosen to be equivalent, on a molar sulfur basis, to 8000 ppmw
sulfuric acid. In this test, a rapid rise in self-heat rate below
20◦C was also observed. This exotherm experienced a reduc-
tion in rate prior to onset of the more classical exotherm above
30◦C (Fig. 17). These results, as do the findings from the
sulfuric acid plus cumene test, indicate that the lowest temper-
ature behavior does not arise from association of sulfuric acid
itself with aromatics. It is still conceivable that association of

the hydroperoxide with the acid might be responsible for the
observed behavior.

In another test, reaction of 24.6 wt% CHP with 5000 ppmw
sulfuric acid was initiated and terminated at 30◦C; that is, far
below the expected final temperature of around 170◦C. The sam-
ple was then cooled back to below 10◦C and allowed to re-heat.
In the first test, the low temperature exotherm took place as
usual. Upon restarting at low temperature, the low temperature
behavior was completely absent, leading to a conclusion that the
low temperature exotherm is not thermodynamically reversible
nor a reaction that would necessarily continue to occur if the
temperature were kept low. It seems that the low temperature
reaction ran its course and no further amount would take place.

Several more tests were performed to characterize the impact
of cleavage product, namely phenol and acetone, on reaction

APTA .
Fig. 17. Self-heat rate variation with conditions for CHP + acid.
 C experiments; in nitrogen; Source #2; heat-wait-search steps removed
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Fig. 18. Self-heat rate dependence on phenol and acetone content for CHP + acid. APTAC experiments; in nitrogen; Source #2; heat-wait-search steps removed.

behavior. In one test, in which 8000 ppmw sulfuric acid was
injected into 10 wt% CHP, the low temperature reaction was
allowed to finish. Following completion of the exotherm, the
test cell was allowed to cool back to ambient temperature. After-
wards, the test cell was cooled in a water/ice bath and 7.55 g of
82.46 wt% CHP (Source #2) was injected to bring the sample
CHP concentration back up to about 10 wt% (but now with phe-
nol and acetone product present in concentrations under 10 wt%
each). Except for the lower test start temperature (merely a
function of how much time transpires between removal of the
water/ice bath and start of run) leading to a lower end tem-
perature, the test results qualitatively parallel those of other
10 wt%/8000 ppmw sulfuric acid experiments. It also appears
that more of the exotherm is shifted toward the higher temper-
ature, more classical power-law shaped exotherm in this run
(Fig. 17).

Exploring the effect of phenol and acetone on reactivity fur-
ther, a test was performed in which much of the cumene was
replaced with phenol, yielding a mixture containing 50 wt%
phenol. In this case, the rate of the low temperature exotherm,
particularly below 30◦C, was dramatically reduced (Fig. 18).
This was also the case when the mixture was formulated to con-
tain 50 wt% phenol and 34 wt% acetone. The 40–80◦C exotherm
also exhibits a sharp additional peak reflecting a much increased
rate. In contrast, though, when the mixture has 34 wt% acetone
andno phenol, the low temperature peak narrows, yet has the
s esen
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3.4. Thermal inertia effects

In this study’s experiments, the thermal inertia or phi fac-
tor, φ, ranges between 1.25 and 1.31 (seeTables 2–5). This
means that the sample container has a thermal capacitance of
25–31% of that of the sample, or expressed differently, about
20–24% of the total of the cell plus sample. Theactual temper-
ature rise experienced in a large-scale adiabatic environment, in
which therelative wall thermal capacitance might be very small,
would be higher by the thermal inertia factor or an additional
25–31%. Thus, the extent of each exotherm would be greater
than that seen from the test data and may hasten the transition
between exotherms. Furthermore, a greater pressure build-up
can be expected to accompany the increased temperature rise. In
addition to the impact of thermal inertia on temperature rise, the
self-heat rates associated with the exotherms would be greater
at the commercial scale than those observed in the experiments
by a factor larger than the thermal inertia factor. This means that
the timeframe for a temperature/pressure excursion beginning
at some initial temperature would be correspondingly shorter.

To adjust the current study’s results properly for equipment
with a lower thermal inertia, a dynamic simulation that takes into
account the observed reaction kinetics coupled with material
and equipment properties, such as that performed to extract the
kinetics reported earlier, would be required.
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In short, it appears that the low temperature exotherm, w

hape reflects more phenomena occurring than just powe
inetics, occurs only with the combination of elevated c
entrations of sulfuric acid with CHP and is inhibited by
resence of phenol. It is speculated that the behavior aris
art, from association of the acid with the hydroperoxide, w
roduction of phenol and acetone still occur.
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. Summary

The reactivity of cumene hydroperoxide undergoing the
ecomposition and acid-catalyzed cleavage has been exam
amples of CHP were obtained from slightly acidic and slig
asic sources. Subtle differences were revealed in the beha

hese samples. Overall, though, first-order decomposition to
ophenone and overall second-order decomposition to dim
enzyl alcohol (first order in CHP, first order in cumene)
onsistent with the experimental results.
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When a CHP mixture contains small amounts of sulfuric acid,
the exotherm is observed to shift to lower temperature. With
increasing concentration of acid, the exotherm profile continues
to move toward lower temperatures. This shift translates into an
increase in reaction rate that is much stronger than power-law
dependence on acid concentration. A combined linear multi-
plied by exponential function of acid concentration provides an
adequate characterization of the acid-catalyzed reactivity.

For acid concentrations at or above 5000 ppmw, an exotherm
emerges at a temperature as low as 5◦C. This exotherm only
appears at the elevated acid concentrations and when CHP is
present. It does not bear a shape characteristic of power-law
kinetics for reactions in adiabatic conditions and its shape might
be influenced by a relatively high starting test temperature, mass
transfer effects, or complex kinetics. An intermediate exotherm
also follows and grows in intensity with acid concentration. The
presence of phenol tends to diminish the low temperature reac-
tion.
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